


tran • scend | tran-sénd | 
verb [trans.]
to go beyond or rise above (a limit),
to be greater than (something ordinary).

At Transcend Capital, we have earned our reputation for integrity, 
honesty and accountability by conducting our business activities in 
accordance with the highest standards of  ethical conduct.



Software
Transcend Capital partners with industry-leading software providers to deliver flexible solutions providing 
clients the potential for achieving their trading and investing goals. From easy to use java-based platforms to 
sophisticated downloadable software packages, Transcend Capital provides solutions that meet the needs of 
the financial industry.

Capital Introduction
Through a world-wide network of institutional investors, business owners, and entrepreneurs, our clients are 
well positioned for introductions between compatible hedge fund managers and investors. From starting a new 
fund to expanding a successful strategy, Transcend Capital has the resources to help clients achieve their 
goals and keep their focus on the ever changing market.

Order Routing
Transcend provides a comprehensive selection of execution venues designed to give traders access to a 
deep liquidity pool for trading equities, options, futures or bonds. See the lists below for a complete view of 
the various execution venues we offer access to for our clients. 

A potentially significant benefit that Transcend provides clients is access to a proprietary smart router that 
can reduce execution costs and enhance liquidity rebates while simultaneously offering potential price  
improvement and faster execution speed than traditional execution routes.

Direct Access Technology
Transcend Capital’s founders have a combined experience of over 50 years in Direct Access Technology 
and continue to focus on the latest technology and trading trends.

To help our clients succeed, we choose platforms that have the following attributes:

•
•
•
•

User-friendly interfaces
Market data
Aggregation of liquidity
Anonymous trading

Advanced order routing capabilities
Position management
OMS Integration
Low latency architecture

API connectivity
Execution support
Minimized total trading costs

•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Commission Management
Transcend Capital offers a comprehensive Commission Management Program for Institutional Money Managers. 
Our clients have the ability to allocate commissions for trades directed through our multiple trading platforms or 
traditional Soft Dollar credit.
•
•
•

Clear and timely reporting
Compliance with best execution requirements
Fixed income trading desk

Proactive client service and support
Competitive commission rates
Transparency of research and execution costs

•
•
•

Algorithms & Black Box Trading
With Transcend Capital’s technology heritage, black box and program trading is a natural fit. It is this heritage 
that leads Transcend Capital to provide multiple fully and partially automated trading system platforms.

Transcend Capital’s custom solutions are based on high performance direct-market access. From standard 
features like order entry and data retrieval, to the option of co-location and a character-delimited protocol, 
Transcend Capital is focused on the advancement of algorithmic trading. With our Black Box systems you get:

  Automated trading of Stocks, ETF’s and Futures.
  Trading history with every order, execution and trade, as well as a complete transaction history
  Asset allocation to set the amount of capital for each signal or combination of signals

The quality of a direct access automated system is based on four criteria: speed, reliability, consistency and 
functionality. To build a system that is both reliable and consistent requires years of experience, otherwise 
features and/or speed may be jeopardized. Transcend Capital works hard to ensure that our clients will not 
sacrifice speed, reliability, consistency and functionality.

•
•
•

Prime Brokerage
Transcend Capital’s Prime Brokerage caters to start-up and existing equity hedge funds. Fund managers 
work closely with the Transcend Capital team where we take the time to understand each client’s specific 
objectives and help them meet their goals. This personal touch combined with a wide range of industry 
contacts, years of expertise, and customizable trading platforms, provide clients with a unique solution to 
help hedge fund managers succeed in today’s marketplace.

Our Direct Access Trading platforms provide electronic market access with a variety of daily and monthly 
reports that are customizable, allowing clients to track and view portfolio data by multiple criteria. Clients 
can also run ad hoc queries and instantaneously generate reports on:
•
•
•

Transactions
Positions
Profit & loss

Realized gain & loss
Income & expense
Performance history and commissions.

•
•
•

Transcend Capital is a brokerage firm focused on providing innovative 
technology, brokerage solutions and trading software to the financial 
industry. The firm is committed to building partnerships with clients 
and providing advanced technology solutions. 



Values

Integrity
Our reputation is defined by how we respect and service our customers, shareholders, 
communities and each other with dignity.

Teamwork
We work cooperatively and rely on each other for individual and shared success.

Excellence
We are dedicated to producing the best results for our customers, shareholders, 
communities and each other.
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